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**AUG. 2001, Vol. 1 No. 1**

**Special Issue I: Searching for East Asian Studies**

East Asia and Korea

Lee Woo-seong / 1

A Search for the Perspective on the Studies of East Asia: Centering on Chinese Studies

Mizoguchi Yuzo / 7

The 21st Century and East Asia

Pang Pu / 16

The Global Significance of Local Knowledge: A New Perspective on Confucian Humanism

Tu Weiming / 22

The Meaning of East Asia and Confucian Culture: In Search of an Independent Approach to East Asian Studies

Lim Hyong-taek / 28

**Special Issue II: Current Status and Prospects of East Asian Studies**

Showa Japan and the Concept of “Toa”

Koyasu Nobukuni / 47

The Study of Confucianism in the late 20th Century – Patterns, Paradigms, and Methodology

Wang Zhong-jiang / 60

Recent Developments in the Study of Chinese Legal / Social History and their Possible Significance for Korean Studies

Brian E. McKnight / 83

The Development of East Asian Studies in Korea

Park Myoung-kyu / 112

**Articles**

The Historical Status of Dasan’s Inseongmulseongron: On the Horak School’s Inmulseong-dongiron

Choi Young-jin / 131

The Modern Significance of Studying Confucian Ritualism

Kojima Tsuyoshi / 153

Comparative Study of Zhu Xi and Wang Fu-zhi on the Theories of Mind, Nature, Feeling, and Ability

Guo Ji-yong / 171

Reality and Ideology in Jeong Yak-yong’s Silhak

Kim Tae-yeong / 192

Reconstruction of Living Confucianism: A New Path to the Development of East Asian Confucianism

Gong Peng-cheng / 207

The Substratum of Japanese Thought, Confucian Doctrines

Choi Jae-mok / 222
Nationalism in Modern Japan
Gomori Yoichi / 237

Judicial Reform and Traditional Legal Culture in Contemporary Japan
Tanaka Shigeaki / 248

Constructing a Past, Imagining a Future: The Essential Role of East Asia in Understanding the Origins and Possible Directions of Modern Science
Christopher Cullen / 265

The Science of Four Forms in Joseon Dynasty
Kawahara Hideki / 283

FEB. 2002, Vol. 2 No. 1

Special Issue: Tradition and Modernity in East Asian Narratives

On the East Asian Narrative: The Case of Guanmeng and Hongloumeng
Lim Hyong-taek / 1

Confucian Way of Writing in the Spring and Autumn Annals and Narrative Way in the Dream of Red Chamber
Shi Chang-yu / 25

The Modern Transition of Chinese Novel
Chen Ping-yuan / 44

The Confucian Concept of Self in the Classic Chinese Novels
Andrew Plaks / 68

The Tradition and Modernity in the Study of Japanese Narratives—Narratives and Historical Narration
Fujii Sadakazu / 87

The Transformation and Layers of Korean Classical Chinese Narrative Genre: A Study Focusing on Biographies, Unofficial Histories and Articles
Jin Jae-kyo / 112

Western Novel and East Asian Narrative: The Genealogy of Sim Hun’s Jingnyeoseong
Choi Won-shik / 139

Articles

Observing Ritual “Propriety (li 礼)” as Focusing the “Familiar” in the Affairs of the Day
Roger T. Ames / 155

Government, Family and Later Imperial Culture
Peter K. Bol / 173

From “View” (境象) to “Flavor” (韻味): The Difference between Sikong Tu’s Theory of “Flavor More than Taste” (味外之旨) and the “Yijing” (意境) Theory in the high and mid-Tang
Liu Ning / 191

The First Stage of Lee Tongin’s Career (1878-1880): The Forerunner of “Dependent Development”?
Vladimir Tikhonov / 210

Reception and Appropriation of Chinese Mathematics in Joseon Dynasty: With Special Respect to Hushilun
Cha Jong-chun / 233
Book Reviews

*Early Chinese Texts: A Bibliographical Guide*
Michael Loewe (University of California, Institute of East Asian Studies, 1993)
Lee Ui-gang / 248

*Empire*
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri (Harvard University Press, 2001)
Kim Dong-taek / 253

AUG. 2002, Vol.2 No.2

Special Issue I: Confucian Culture and Modern Korea
A Comparison between Confucianism and Donghak: Centering on the Conception of *Daedongsoi*
Kim Kyo-bin / 1
Modern Reform Theories and Confucian Thought of Jiang Ji-yeon
Kim Do-hyung / 22
Sin Chaeho and Nationalist Discourses in East Asia
Han Kee-hyung / 44
President Syngman Rhee and the Confucian Culture
Seo Joong-seok / 67

Special Issue II: Society and Life in the Late Joseon Period as Seen Through Household Registers (hojeok)
The Compilation Processes of the Household Register in the Late Joseon Period and Its Character
Gwun Nae-hyun / 87
The Character of the Household Register in the Late Joseon Period as Data
Kim Kuen-tae / 106
Occupational Obligation in Household Register and Status
Son Byeong-gyu / 125

Articles
Textual Configuration and Cultural Connotations of the *Outlaws of the Marsh (Shuihu)*
Li Chun-qing / 141
Is there a Post-Neo-Confucianism? Jeong Yagyong, Ito Jinsai, and the Unraveling of li-qi Metaphysics
Mark Setton / 156

Feature Review and Discussion
The Special Issue on East Asian Narratives: The Formation of a New Field of Study and its Implications for the Future of Korea and its Neighbors
Immanuel Pastreich / 172
The Index of the Sungkyun Journal of East Asian Studies

**Book Reviews**

*A New Discovery of Ancient Chinese Chu Bamboo Slips: The Bamboo Books of the Chu Dynasty collected in the Shanghai Museum (I)*, Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2001

Lee Sung-ryule / 179

*The Democracy of the Dead: Dewey, Confucius, and the Hope for Democracy in China*

David L. Hall and Roger T. Ames. Chicago: Open Court, 1999

Park Eui-kyung / 197

**FEB. 2003, Vol. 3 No. 1**

**Special Issue I: From East Asian Discourse to East Asian Studies: Trends of East Asian Studies**

In Search of a “History of East Asia”

Reinosuke Fujiie / 1

The Discussion of Asia and Our Predicament

Sun Ge / 31

Understanding East Asian Political Systems: Origins, Characteristics, and Changes

Kim Yung-myung / 45

**Special Issue II: Social Scientific Reflections on Confucian Culture**

Why *Yangban* Confucian Culture Has been Denounced

Yi Tae-jin / 79

Reseaching the Market Economy, Adapting to the Market Economy, Improving the Market Economy: A Search for the Future Development of Confucianism

Qian Xun / 118

The Confucian Concept of “Public” and the Adoption of Deliberative Assembly in Japan: Writings of Yokoi Shōnan

Karube Tadashi / 131

**Articles**

Major Trends of Korean Historiography in the US

Michael D. Shin / 151

Reflections on the Encounter between Korean and the Third Civilization (Russian) in China

Park Tae-keun / 176

Sonnō Jōi: The Leaps in Logic in the Modern Japanese Political Scene

Kim Min-kyu / 209

The Novel in the Painting: An Allegory of Literature in Cao Xueqin's *Hongloumeng*

Emanuel Pastreich / 238

**Feature Review and Discussion**

A New Horizon in the Study of the Household Register during the Joseon Period

Miyajima Hiroshi / 259
Book Review

Confucianism, Topos and International Politics: Yokoi Shonan and Kim Yunsik During the Transitional Period in World Order.

SEPT. 2003, Vol. 3 No. 2

Special Issue I: Architectural Aesthetics in East Asia

Asia's Diversity and Asia's Dwellings: A Geographer's Perspective
Ronald G. Knapp / 1
Theory of Modular Grid of Chinese Traditional Exterior Space Design
Wang Qiheng / 29
Beyond Projection: A New Way to Understand Ancient Chinese Architecture Drawing
Wu Cong / 44
Boundary and Sense of Place in Traditional Dwelling
Rieh Sun-young / 62
Layouts and Layers: Spatial Arrangements in Japan and Korea
Sarvimaki Marja / 80

Special Issue II: From East Asian Discourse to East Asian Studies (2): Intellectuals of Modern East Asia

An Introduction to Modern Chinese Female Literature
Guo Yanli / 109
The Path from a Theory of Civilization to Escape of Asia
Lee Young-ju / 123
Return to Japan: The Public/Private in Watsuji Tetsur's Ethics
Kim Bong-jin / 153

Articles

The Essence of Li (Rites) and its Modern Significance by Ogyu Sorai
Hiraishi Naoaki / 178
Against Aesthetic Modernity: A Combined Action between Pragmatism and Confucianism
Peng Feng / 190

Feature Review and Discussion

For a Regional History of East Asia: Comments on the Article by Professor Fujii
Yu Young-tae / 210

Historical Review

Confucianism's Exegesis of the Thirteen Classics and Chinese Traditional Culture
Gong Kangyun / 224
FEB. 2004, Vol. 4 No. 1

Special Issue: From East Asian Discourse to East Asian Studies (3): 20th Century National Culture Movements in East Asian Countries and 21st Century East Asian Studies

New Trend of Academic Thinking in the Studies of Chinese Culture after the May Fourth Movement
Liu Shi / 1

Language and Ethnicity in Modern Japan
Toshiaki Yasuda / 25

My Opinion on Traditionalism in Modern Chuanqi Zaju
Zuo Pengjun / 45

‘National Studies’ in 20th Century East Asia: Reflections for an East Asian Perspective
Lim Hyong-taek / 57

Articles

Ito Jinsai’s Search for the Meaning of the Chinese Classics: A Revolution in Japanese Confucianism
Emanuel Pastreich / 82

An Approach through the Theory on Art to Theory on Painting of Scholars of the Korean Practical Science – on the Realism of Seong Ho, Yeon Am, and Da San
Yu Hong-jun / 112

A Confucian Deliberation on Rawls’ Liberal Conception of International Justice
Jang Dong-jin / 133

Qin Huitian and His General Study on the Five Rites
Lin Cunyan / 156

Occupational Structure in China and its HRD Policy Implications: Compared with Korea
Yoo Hong-joon / 184

Feature Review and Discussion

The Special Issue on Architecture Aesthetics in East Asia
Lee Sang-hae / 201

AUG. 2004, Vol. 4 No. 2

Special Issue: Seeking of the Population History in East Asia

The Present Situation and the Subject of Korean Population History
Miyajima Hiroshi / 1

Tokugawa Japan: Demographics and Family
Hayami Akira / 11

Rethinking the Achievements and Limitations of English Historical Demography
Richard Wall / 23
Articles

Display at Empire’s End: Korea’s Participation in the 1900 Paris Universal Exposition
Daniel Kane / 41

Development and Retrogression in the Study of Oriental History under the Academic Systems of Universities: Based on a Comprehensive Survey of East Asia in the Early 20th Century
Young-seo Baik / 67

Conflict, Peace and Ethical Solutions: A Confucian Perspective on War
Xinzhong Yao / 89

Milestones on the Road to Maturity: Growing up with the Civil Service Examinations
Frances Weightman / 113

A Comparison of the Characteristics of General Social Surveys in East Asia
Sang-wook Kim / 137

Book Reviews

Jae-gyo Jin, ed. Geundae jeonhwan'gi dong'asia sok'ui han'guk
Jin-a Kang / 155

Karl Gerth. China Made: Consumer Culture and the Creation of the Nation
Soo-young Kim / 157

Bruce Cumings. North Korea: Another Country
Hriday Narayan / 162

Andre Schmid. Korea between Empires, 1895-1919
Anders Karlsson / 166

APR. 2005, Vol. 5 No. 1

Articles

Making the Vernacular Visible: How Hong Húi-bok Redefined the Korean Popular Novel by Translating the Chinese Novel Jinghuayuan
Emanuel Pastreich / 1

Ch’oe Namson at the Height of Japanese Imperialism
Chizuko T. Allen / 27

Modernization Theory, Ideology, and Economic Success: Putting Korea’s Development in Comparative Perspective
Daniel Chirot / 51

Meanings between the Opposites: The Function of Paradox in Bei Dao’s Poetry
Dian Li / 77

Robert E. Bedeski / 97

Book Reviews

James B. Lewis. Frontier Contact between Chosön Korea and Tokugawa Japan
Anders Karlsson / 117
Lee Peter H., ed. A History of Korean Literature  Marion Eggert / 120
Young Whan Kihl. Transforming Korean Politics: Democracy, Reform, and Culture Hriday Narayan / 125
Sheila Miyoshi Jager. Narratives of Nation Building: A Genealogy of Patriotism Daniel Kane / 127
Chen Sihe 陳思和 and Yang Yang 楊楊, eds. Jiushi niandai piping wenxuan 九十年代批評文選 [Selected Critical Essays of the 1990s] Dian Li / 131

OCT. 2005, Vol. 5 No. 2

Articles
The Treaty of Shanyuan from the Perspectives of Western Scholars Hoyt Cleveland Tillman / 135
Xiaoshuo as a Cataloguing Term in Traditional Chinese Bibliography Xiaohuan Zhao / 157
Appraising the Quality of Democracy in South Korea: From the Perspectives of Ordinary Citizens and their Daily Experiences Doh Chull Shin and Chong-min Park / 183
Stock Price Risk and Payout Policy: Evidence from East Asian Countries Jong-bom Chay / 219

Book Reviews
Kyung Moon Hwang. Beyond Birth: Social Status in the Emergence of Modern Korea Anders Karlsson / 237
Chi-yun Shin and Julian Stringer eds. New Korean Cinema Remco E. Breuker / 244
Jane Portal. Art under Control in North Korea Koen De Ceuster / 247
Bei Dao. Midnight’s Gate: Essays, Matthew Fryslie trans Dian Li / 251
Author's riposte to the review by Anders Karlsson of James B. Lewis’ Frontier Contact between Chosôn Korea and Tokugawa Japan James B. Lewis / 254

APR. 2006, Vol. 6 No. 1

Articles
Ghost Catchers in Contemporary Korea Boudewijn Walraven / 1
A Koreanist’s Musings on the Chinese Yishi Genre Richard D. McBride, II / 31
Gender Specificity in Late-Chosŏn Buddhist Kasa
Younghee Lee / 61

Bringing the Other Home: Representations of the Self and Foreignness in North and South Korean Textbooks
Dennis Hart / 89

**Book Reviews**

Korea Historical Research Association. *A History of Korea*
Anders Karlsson / 109

*Koreitsy v SSSR*
Vladimir Tikhonov / 118

David R. McCann, ed. *The Columbia Anthology of Modern Korean Poetry*
Younghee Lee / 122

John Heath. *Tibet and China in the Twenty-first Century*
Robert Bedeski / 124

Choi Jang-jip. *Democracy after Democratization: The Korean Experience*
Timothy C. Lim / 128

Stephen P. Cohen. *India: Emerging Power*
Hriday Narayan / 132

**OCT. 2006, Vol. 6 No. 2**

**Articles**

Images of Society in the Early Chosŏn Literary Miscellany
Peter H. Lee / 137

Beyond Turtleboats: Siege Accounts from Hideyoshi’s Second Invasion of Korea, 1597-1598
Kenneth M. Swope / 177

Central Power, Local Society, and Rural Unrest in Nineteenth-Century Korea: An Attempt at Comparative Local History
Anders Karlsson / 207

Because We Said So: Educational Reform in Occupied Japan
Brian W. Lagotte / 239

**Book Review**

Ping-chen Hsiung. *A Tender Voyage: Children and Childhood in Late Imperial China*
Margaret Mih Tillman / 257

**APR. 2007, Vol. 7 No. 1**

Special Issue: Korea in Travel Writings

Basil Hall’s Account of a Voyage of Discovery: The Value of a British Naval Officer’s
Account of Travels in the Seas of Eastern Asia in 1816  
James Huntley Grayson / 1
Reluctant Travelers: Shifting Interpretation of Observations of Hendrik Hamel and his Companions  
Boudewijn Walraven / 19
Sailing off the Map: Voyages to Sambong Island in Fifteenth-Century Korea  
Milan Hejtmanek / 33

Articles
Transactions with the Realm of Spirits in Modern Korea  
Antonetta Lucia Bruno / 47
Waiting for the Sun to Rise: Ch’imgoeng’s Poetry and Late Choson Buddhism  
Younghoe Lee / 69
The Myonjujon Documents: Accounting Methods and Merchants’ Organisations in Nineteenth Century Korea  
Owen Miller / 87
The Mystery of the Precious Seal of the Ruler and the Origins of Printing  
T. H. Barrett / 115

Book Reviews
Michael J. Seth. A Concise History of Korea from the Neolithic Period through the Nineteenth Century  
Daniel Kane / 131
Robert E. Buswell, Jr. Currents and Countercurrents: Korean Influences on the East Asian Buddhist Traditions  
Richard D. McBride, II / 133
Roland Bleiker. Divided Korea: Toward a Culture of Reconciliation  
Timothy C. Lim / 136
Richard Boyd and Tak-wing Ngo eds. State Making in East Asia  
Robert Bedeski / 140
Gi-wook Shin. Ethnic Nationalism in Korea: Genealogy, Politics, and Legacy  
Remco E. Breuker / 143

OCT. 2007, Vol. 7 No. 2

Special Issue: Beyond “Confucianization”
An Introduction  
Boudewijn Walraven / 1
Is “Confucianization of Korea” a Valid Concept of Analysis?  
Martina Deuchler / 3
Rituals and Resistance in Choson Korea  
Don Baker / 6
Relevance of Confucianism in Present-day Korea: Reconsidering the Confucian Character of the Korean Family and Gender  
Moon Okpyo / 14
Choson Confucian Scholars’ Attitudes toward the Laozi  
Kim Daeyeol / 17
## Articles

- The Advent of the Japanese Early Modern Age within East Asia: A Critique of Japanese Historical Studies  
  Miyaajima Hiroshi / 25
- Staging Korean Traditional Performing Art Abroad: Important Intangible Intercultural Performance Issues  
  Roald H. Maliangkay / 49
- Landscape Out of Time: ‘De-chronicling’ the Landscape in Medieval Korea  
  Remco E. Breuker / 69
- The Idea of Struggle for Existence: An Examination of the Core Concepts in Modern Chinese Thought  
  Jiang Yihua / 107
- Clara Law’s Construction of Postmodern Nature in the Film *The Goddess of 1967*  
  Dian Li / 125

### APR. 2008, Vol. 8 No. 1

**Special Issue: Marriage in East Asia (Guest Edited by James LEE)**

- Influences of the *Yangban’s* Age at Marriage and Ban on Remarriage on Childbirth in Choson Society  
  PARK Hee-jin / 1
- Economic Conditions and Male First Marriage in Northeast China, 1749-1909  
  Cameron CAMPBELL and James LEE / 17
- Filling Gaps in Japanese Historical Demography: Marriage, Fertility, and Households in Nineteenth-Century Rural Japan  
  Satomi KUROSU / 43

### Articles

- Sinocentrism in East Asia and the Task of Overcoming It  
  Lim Hyong-taek / 71
- Contemporary Perspectives on Modernity: A Critical Discussion  
  Arif DIIRLIK / 89
- Early Migrations, Conquests, and Common Ancestry: Theorizing Japanese Origins in Relation with Korea  
  Chizuko T. ALLEN / 105

### OCT. 2008, Vol. 8 No. 2

**Articles**

- Silk, Tea and Treasure: Maritime Trade in Eighteenth Century Literature  
  Niv HORESH / 131
- They are just like the Generations Past: Images of Chinese Women in the Women's
Missionary Periodical Woman’s Work in China (1884-1885)  
Dušica RISTIVOJVIC / 143

On the Rooftop: A Study of Marginalized Youth Films in Hong Kong Cinema  
Xuelin ZHOU / 163

The Global War on Terrorism as Meta-Narrative: An Alternative Reading of Recent Chinese History  
Michael SCHOENHALS / 179

Book Review
Jonathan W. Best. A History of the Early Korean Kingdom of Paekche  
Henrik H. SøRENSEN / 203

APR. 2009, Vol. 9 No. 1

Special Issue: The Nationalistic and Global Progress of East Asia in 1919  
(Edited by MIYAJIMA Hiroshi)

Can a Post-1919 World History be Written?  
Rebecca E. KARL / 1

The “Wilsonian Moment” in East Asia: The March First Movement in Global Perspective  
Erez MANELA / 11

May Fourth: A Patriotic Movement of Cosmopolitanism  
XU Jilin / 29

Articles
American Media Coverage of the Assassination of Durham White Stevens  
Brandon PALMER / 63

Proletarian-Amateur Theatre: Political Performativity and its Memory  
LEE Seung-hee / 79

Anti-Christian Ideas and National Ideology: Inoue Enryō and Inoue Tetsujirō’s Mobilization of Sectarian History in Meiji Japan  
Kiri PARAMORE / 107

Book Review
Michael SZONYI. Cold War Island: Quemoy on the Front Line  
CAO Xi / 145
OCT. 2009, Vol. 9 No. 2

Articles

The Advent of the Buddhist Conception of Religion in China and its Consequences for the Analysis of Daoism                               T. H. BARRETT / 149
On the Origins of Detached Soul Motif in Chinese Literature                                        Zhenjun ZHANG / 167
Public Memory and Identity Politics at the Ruined Buddhist Temple Kudaraji ato in Hirakata City             Yoko Hsueh SHIRAI / 185
Screening Education: Schools on Film in People's Republic of China                                   Xuelin ZHOU / 213
The Play of Morality in Feng Xiaogang’s Films                                                       Dian LI / 231
Toppling the Tiger, Devouring the Dragon: Alternative Readings of Korean History through the Muhyöp Genre Remco BREUKER / 243

Book Reviews

Sem VERMEERSCH. The Power of the Buddhas: The Politics of Buddhism during the Koryô Dynasty (918-1392) Franklin D. RAUSCH / 267
Hyung Gu LYNN. Bipolar Orders, the Two Koreas since 1989                                            Daniel C. KANE / 270

APR. 2010, Vol. 10 No. 1

Special Issue: Genealogies in Korea and China

On the Construction Process of the Surname/Ancestral Seat Descent Groups in Korea as Seen through Genealogies MIYAJIMA Hiroshi / 1
The Effects of Man’s Remarriage and Adoption on Family Succession in the 17th to the 19th Century Rural Korea: Based on the Andong Kwôn Clan Genealogy SON Byunggiu / 9
Institutions and Inequality: Comparing the Zongshi and the Jueluo in the Qing Imperial Lineage Linian WANG, James LEE, and Cameron CAMPBELL / 33

Articles

Chang’an on My Mind: A Reading of Lu Zhaolin’s “Chang’an, Thoughts on Antiquity”               William NIENHAUSER / 63
Violence and Therapy in Murakami Haruki’s Kafka on the Shore                                  Jonathan DIL / 93
Amenomori Hôshû’s Chosôn Language School in Tsushima                                          Woobinn KIM / 113
Book Reviews

Gregg A. BRAZINSKY. Nation Building in South Korea: Koreans, Americans and the Making of a Democracy. David HUNDT / 137
CHUNG Byungjo. History of Korean Buddhism. Richard McBRIDE / 140

OCT. 2010, Vol. 10 No. 2

Articles

Buddhist Impact on the Creation of New Fictional Figures and Images in the You ming lu Zhenjun ZHANG / 145
Scholarly Discourse in Chen Li’s (1810-1882) Letters Mårten Söderblom SAARELA / 169
The Transformation of Development Strategy in Korea: A ‘Risk Society’ Perspective David HUNDT / 191
The Hidden Impact of the 1931 Post-Wanpaoshan Riots: Credit Risk and the Chinese Commercial Network in Colonial Korea Michael KIM / 209
Law and Literature in Late Imperial China and Chosŏn Korea Sohyeon PARK / 229

Book Reviews

CHOI Chongko. East Asian Jurisprudence. Patricia GOEDDE / 251
YI T’aejin. The Dynamics of Confucianism and Modernization in Korean History. Remco BREUKER / 254

APR. 2011, Vol. 11 No. 1

Special Issue: Chinese Intellectual History

Classical Exegesis and Social Change: The Song School of Yijing Commentaries in Late Imperial China Tze-ki HON / 1
The Authority of the Classics: A Comparative Analysis of the Hermeneutics of Ouyang Xiu and Ogyû Sorai Douglas SKONICKI / 17

Articles

Allusion as a Poetic Mode in Li Shangyin’s Poetry on History LI ZENG / 37
A Study of Excavated Bamboo and Wooden-strip Analects: The Spread of Confucianism and Chinese Script

Kyung-ho KIM / 59

Book Reviews

PAK Chiwón. The Jehol Diary

Marion EGGERT / 89

John HOLSTEIN. A Moment’s Grace: Stories from Korea in Translation

Brother Anthony of TAIZÉ / 95

Kenneth M. SWOPE. A Dragon’s Head and a Serpent’s Tail: Ming China and the First Great East Asian War, 1592-1598

Junjie LUO / 102